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THE ART AMATEUR. 53 
from the G6rbme school style of Roman and classic 
topics which he has affected in the ambitious way in 
culcated by the surroundings of Paris student life, and 
has taken to American history for his material. I hear 
that he and Bridgman have happened once more to hit 
upon the same theme in looking about for an American 

443.-PIROSKA. 7 X 12. GEO. W. MAYNARD. 

subject. It is well that this should be understood be 
forehand. 

The latest infliction here in the way of peripatetic 
paintings is the sensational " Shadow of the Cross,'" by 
Mr. Holman Hunt, that bold, vulgar piece of prosaic 
pre-Raphaelitism for which a moral showman in Lon 
don paid '$50,ooo. and got his money back 
the first year. As you have seen its labor 
ed and petty realism-its crinkled shavings 
and its inch-by-inch copying of muscle and 
skin, 'its loud, discorda'iit color, shrieking 
like a piccolo flute to the bass-drum of its 
religious subject, to draw in the rustic 
quarter-dollars-I need not trouble you 
with a description. What a disgrace to 
the art of England, 'and 'of the nineteenth 
century! GRETA. 

MODERN ARTISTS' MA TERIALS. 

THE following is from Mr, Holrhan 
Hunt's valuable remarks on artists' mate 
terials, with especial reference to the dura 
bility of the canvases in the London Na 
tional Gallery: 
The first paintings which claim our atten 

tion are naturally those by Hogarth. Thirty years ago 
they were as sound as when first put into their frames; 
the simple and honest character of the mode of painting 
adopted had kept them in excellent order. The painter, 
in parting with them to the purchaser, had begged that 
he himself only should be allowed to varnish them, 
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463.-MARINER'S WELL. 13 X 21. JAMES D. SMILLIE. 

when this was wanted ; so it is certain that he took all 
pains in their execution to guard them from danger. 
Unfortunately, about twenty years since, they had to 
be removed to Marlborough House and to South Ken 
sington, where, with hot air blown over ihe surfaces of 
the pictures from pipes since changed, but then placed 

immediately below them, they were being treated like 
dishes rather than pictures. The " Bagnio Scene" is 
the most damaged, for serious cracks, threatening fur 
ther movement, have revealed themselves, of a kind 
that seemed quite foreign to the character of the works. 
These, unless coming from some hidden use of asphal 
tum, tra'ceable in no other indication, neither the painter 
nor his colorman are responsible for. The defects of 
Sir Joshua's pictures, beyond those already referred to, 
come from the use of cochineal lakes and carmines in the 
place of the sound kermes and madder lake, and of orpi 
ment in flesh instead of the etemal Naples yellow, which 
all the -old masters us'ed with such perfect success. A 
lavish use of wax on an unsuitable ground was, perhaps, 
a further cause of evil. One valuable picture, the por 
trait of Dr. Johnson, worthy to compare with any portrait 
of manly character in the whole collection, is, except 
in a certain lowering of the whites, in admirable state. 
There are two works by Sir T. Lawrence which illus 

trate a consideration of great importance that has never 
receivecl due attention in our time, and that is the differ 
ence of durability of a painting on a good or a bad 
cloth. The portrait of Mrs. Siddons is on a flimsy Iiia 
terial that would scarcely suit for even a small painting, 
and so the whole canvas is mapped out into seams, di 
viding all the work as though it were in preparation to 
turn it into a dissecting puzzle. The divisions which 
will every day become worse from the dilation and con 
traction of the canvas come from below, and not from 
above, and are proofs of want of wisdom in the choice 
of canvas. The portrait of B. WVest, on the other 
hand, is on a sturdy, firm cloth, and, except in one 
point, where,'from a blow, the coat of paint has scaled 
off, the picture is entirely well preserved. 
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201. -THE TANNERY. 18 X 29. KRUSEMAN VAN ELTEN. 

- I will now give you a list of pictures by Turner 
painted 'on bad canvas. - " Richmond Hill" seamed in 
sky and water. (More here, because the white used 
has made the body like porcelain, the pigments used 
for the deep colors from earths, etc., being more pli 
ant.) " The Decline of Carthage," which is worse, 

from having been taken off its orig 
inal strainer and made larger by 
six inches at the bottom, the 
painting, in the process, having 
probably been shaken and twist 
ed by careless and ignorant 
work-people. " Orvieto," which 
is much cracked in parts where 
it is greatly loaded; " Heidel 
berg Castle," and " Childe 
Harold's Pilgrimage," both 
seamed in ground, the latter, 
in acldition to being mapped 
over in general lines, being 
cracked on 'the inner lines of 
the stretching-frame on both 
edges of the cross-piece, and 
also staved from blows given 
behind and from shaking, a 
very small proportion of which 
damage would have thus shown 
had the canvas been a stout one. 

This will be at once understood by observing the 
pictures on good canvas. The "Dido" is one of these, 
which is sound except where asphaltum has been used. 
" The Calais Pier" and " The Shipwreck" are both on 
good sail-cloth, and they, being otherwise wisely painted, 
are as sound as when first put aside; " The Tenth 

Plague" defies cavil, and the " Dido and Eneas" is 
only cracked in impasto from other causes, probably 
from too great haste in loading, for the " Ulysses De 
riding Polyphemus," being on good canvas, is much 
loaded but not cracked. 

125.-THE PUZZLED VOTER. 14 x 16. 

F. HOVENDEN. 

It will help us to see how important it is to have thF 
ground as firm as possible if we look at works by the 
same master and of the same date on panel, which, in 
respect to unfluctuation, should be perfect. " Wind 
sor," " St. Maur's," and " The Approach to Venice" 

are, while the wood is unsplit, in no oanger 
of damage from below. Some of these are 
cracked in slight impasto, which raises the 
question whether the panel was duly sea 
soned. 

I feel that the study of pictures of past 
days, for the mechanical science of paint 
ing, so soon brings one to the recognition 
of the importance of the choice of canvas 
that I will venture to interrupt my scrutiny 
of the Turners to point out that Rem 
brandt's painting of " Christ Blessing Lit 
tle Children" is, for an old master, on ex 
ceptionally bad canvas, with diagonal lines 
of fracture that seem to be following lines 
of a large diaper pattern. Claude's " Isaac 
and Rebecca" is also damaged in ground; 
but the mischief may not. be the result of a 
bad choice of canvas, only. of the want of 
a panel-back to the cloth, and of careless 
ness-much too common in people who 

ought to know better--in the handling ot the picture. 
Some of Turner's pictures suggest other lessons. 

The " Hoar Frost" is cracked all over in the sky, and 
is re-opening in lines once filled up. The evil is very 
like one which has come to a sky of a picture which, 
thirty-four years ago, I, by mistake, painted with salad 
oil, and which, three weeks afterward, to expedite its 
drying, I touched into with the medium called iriegilp. 
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301. THE "GUERRIERE" AND THE CONSTITU 

TION. " 36 x 24. J. 0. DAVIDSON. 

AN excellent opportunity is afforded hook-illustrators 
by Mr. Henry K. Van Siclen, of 95 Fifth Avenue, to 
enhance the value of Mrs. Lamb's recently completed 
" History of the City of New York," by inserting 
therein Mrs. Eliza Greatorex's well-known etchings of 
" Old Landmarks of New York." There are sixty 
plates, each of which has a special value for the pur 
pose indicated. 
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